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BRAEMAR
£550,000

Just to the north of Hereford lies Braemar, an individual, detached Bungalow with fantastic, far-reaching 

views, beautifully presented, flat gardens and versatile accommodation featuring up to 5 bedrooms 

and a flexibly configurable layout for family or visiting guests. 

• Spacious and light         • Great layout for guests

• Versatile accommodation    • Beautiful gardens 

• Ample off-road parking      • Wood burning stoves    

“A light and spacious home with great gardens”

Portway, Herefordshire
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DISCLAIMER: Neither these particulars, nor oral representations, form any part of any offer or contract and
their accuracy cannot be guaranteed. The Agent has not verified the tenure, boundaries, rights of way or 
structural integrity of the property. Therefore, prospective purchasers should satisfy themselves as to the 
correctness of details given in these particulars by inspection or otherwise.

You enter this light and airy home via the reception hallway, with wooden floors, a stairway leading to the first floor and 
double doors accessing the sitting room. This voluminous space spans the entire depth of the property and features a 
wood burning stove, a large bank of bookshelves and double doors that lead through to the sun room, offering views 
across garden and patio. To the other end of the property lies the impressive, farmhouse-style kitchen with ample units 
and walk-in larder: providing all the storage you could need in this busy heart-of-the-home. Doors access both the front 
and rear of the property and there is a modern wood burning stove, opposite which is a useful utility room with a sink. and rear of the property and there is a modern wood burning stove, opposite which is a useful utility room with a sink. 
Also on the ground floor, you will find the master bedroom, overlooking the rear garden, a further bedroom to the front 
and a third bedroom or home office – these all lie off a central corridor, running the length of the property. A family 
shower room completes the downstairs accommodation. 

Upstairs, a feature window immediately greets you with fantastic views to the north of the county: Dinmore Hill and the 
lakes at Marden, all in one eye-line. On one side of the landing there is a family bathroom, to the other side there are two 
double bedrooms: one with built-in wardrobe space and views to the side of the property, the other bedroom with a double bedrooms: one with built-in wardrobe space and views to the side of the property, the other bedroom with a 
large window giving great views over the garden.

Outside: The property is approached via a gated driveway with mature 
hedging to one side and ample parking for family and visiting friends. 
Additional, fence-high, double gates give access to the side of the property, 
with a lawn area, fruit trees, kitchen garden, a greenhouse and a further 
potting shed/ storage, all neatly tucked away from the main the garden.
Immediately to the rear of the property, all on one level, you find the Immediately to the rear of the property, all on one level, you find the 
beautiful gardens with a central path leading through the lawn, flowerbeds, 
shrubs and trees. There is also a well-portioned patio and a covered pergola 
from which to enjoy views of the garden.

Area: Braemar is situated in a little hamlet, a stone’s throw from the 
neighbouring village of Moreton on Lugg: with a village store and Post Office.  
Hereford City is only a short drive away; and if you enjoy swinging a club: 
Burghill Golf Course is just a chip-and-putt away.  Burghill Golf Course is just a chip-and-putt away.  


